TRUE MIRACLES
In addition to the Miracles of Jesus Engage Page which list His 40 recorded miracles, a little bigger picture on these well-witnessed encounters can be helpful. Jesus not only healed people He taught at the
same time, and gave us a clear picture of the power of God that overtakes our own lives.
Each miracle opens Kingdom windows of insight into what the Father’s purpose for Jesus was to be. For
each person healed and their families and friends, God was coming near and invading their world. It
was a personal shake up of amazing proportions.
For the disciples. For the nation. For generations to come.
Jesus’ miracles revealed the authority of His Kingship over everything. They provided common ground
for the Gospel throughout the centuries. As well as the hope of hearts from every decade, ethnicity, and
circumstance.
Identifying a favorite miracle or two and considering each only deeply can be good for our own heart.
SOME MIRACLE CATEGORIES TO CONSIDER (check out the complete list with he link below)
The blind - the deaf - the impaired - the lepers
Deliverance from spirits
Death reversal and resurrection
Teaching demonstrations (Luke 22:45)
Pure compassion (Matthew 9:35-38)
How many “sunset circumstances” do you think occurred? (Mark 1:32)
THE TRUE MIRACLES
While Jesus’ 40 recorded physical miracles are amazing, it is always important to remember that they are
representative of deeper things - each one related to the deliverance of human souls.
These passages and their immediate contexts can help as you consider the “deeper things” revealed in
each act of supernatural compassion. Check them out!
Miracle over impossibility (Matthew 19:26)
Miracle over the abyss of “sin” (Matthew 9:5)
The supernatural removal of sin and guilt - great Psalm! (Psalm 103)
Deliverance from the penalty of sin (Colossians 2:13-15)
The miracle of Conquered death (1 Corinthians 15:24-26)
What are your thoughts about the miracles? Are you persuaded concerning the authority and Kingship
of Christ? Do you believe that “God came near” in Jesus and brought supernatural deliverance to human souls? Is Jesus worthy of placing the welfare of your eternal soul into His care?
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